Ranger 4 Features
Audio Sources
Mics

4 inputs with 48V phantom power
3 when phone interface is used
Normally supplied with 2 colour coded
headsets and one cardioid microphone.
Phone Interface with clean feed.
Optional interfaces for
Telephone Balance Unit (TBU)
Mobile phone
Skype® and PC based messaging systems.
Laptop PC and optical mouse
Audio recording, playback and editing
software pre-installed
CD ripping and burning
Separate inputs and outputs for Skype®
Players/recorders
CD player – plays audio and MP3 CDs.
Player/recorder -Plays MP3 and WAV files.
Other combinations available which can
be field retro-fitted.

Audio Outputs
Digital
Analogue

USB to laptop for recording or streaming
To solid state recorders (2 max)
Balanced XLR outputs for transmitter

Operator
Guests
Cue Lights

The Ranger 4 is packaged in a rugged wheeled
suitcase that can be
carried as ordinary
airline baggage. It is
a complete system
supplied
with
everything needed
to
begin
work
immediately. It is
fully wired and tested with the computer software
already loaded and configured so operations can
begin within minutes of arriving on site. All that is
needed to get started is a source of mains power
between 95V and 250V ac or a 12V battery (if the DC
option is fitted).

Disaster Response Systems

Monitoring
Sources

The Ranger 4 is the latest development in a proven
range of suitcase studios that have been deployed on
four continents. These earlier systems have been
used in a wide range of roles including emergency
broadcasting in India, Indonesia and the Philippines
and by the BBC in Nepal.

Main output
Pre-fade listen (PFL)
Off-Air via optional FM receiver
Headphones
Active loudspeakers with muting
4 headphones max fed from main output
Separately controlled headphone amp
Internal mic live and cue lights
Optional 12V external lamps

Physical
Size (closed) 68cm x 56cm x 23cm
Weight
18kg (includes 2 headsets and mic)
Other options will increase the weight

Timely information in the aftermath of a major
disaster saves lives. Getting back on air within 72
hours is crucial. The Ranger studios enable you to
get back on air immediately after a disaster. We
offer a complete disaster response studio system
with additional production equipment .
We work with disaster response consultants who
can supply a fully packaged transmission system
which together with the Ranger 4 provides an
entire radio station.
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